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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The aim of this study is to obtain an evaluation of
the social adjustment made by paraplegic veterans who have
been discharged from Cushing Veterans* Administration Hospi-
tal between October 1, I9I+6 and September 30, I9I4.7 • This
study seeks to analyze the veteran’ s social adjustment in
terms of marital status, housing conditions, ambulation,
vocational situation, leisure time activity and in a limited
way, feelings.
Through this study the writer hopes to be able to
determine where the paraplegic is now, in relation to living
within his handicap and the progress made thus far toward
the goal of maximum rehabilitation.
Scope of the Study
This study is based upon an analysis of forty-one
veterans discharged from Cushing Veterans’ Administration
Hospital. All veterans in this study are from World War II
and received their injuries as a result of services with the
Armed Forces of the United States.
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The veterans included in the study were selected on
the basis of having some contact with the social service
department, in order that social as well as medical data
could be given to the social workers who visited and com-
pleted the schedules on the group studied.
In terms of injury, all the veterans included in
this study are paraplegics. Some few quadraplegics and
paraplegics whose injuries are either non-service connected,
or the result of an illness, were considered to involve
different problems than those of this study and therefore
were not included.
Method of Gathering Data
The cases covered in this study have been evaluated
by means of a schedule to cover the factors mentioned in the
purpose of the study. The schedule, together with the indi-
vidual identifying social data, included as a part of the
schedule and also within an introductory le'tter, was mailed
to the regional offices of the Veterans Administration
located nearest the homes of the paraplegic veterans. Prom
this regional office a social worker visited the home of the
paraplegic veteran and then interviewed him in conformance
with the information requested in the schedule.
For background material necessary for the formation
of the schedule, consultations were held with hospital per-
sonnel associated with paraplegia work and case material was
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read from the social service department files. There was in
addition a survey made of the available written material on
this subject by physicians, psychiatrists and social workers.
For the material included in the letter accompany-
ing the schedule, a summary of the medical history and social
service record was made in the case of each veteran.
Limitations of Study
It is recognized that the evaluations of the veter-
ans 1 social adjustment were made by social workers with their
own personal feelings of what should constitute an excellent,
good or poor adjustment within the prescribed areas. There
was no specific criteria available on which to base the eval-
uations for this study.
The veterans included in this study form only a
part of the total number of paraplegics discharged from
Cushing Veterans Administration Hospital.
The writer did not visit any of the veterans under
study.
Originally fifty veterans were t o be included in
this study. After the letters were prepared, it was discov-
ered that one veteran had been readmitted to the hospital and
another veteran’s paraplegia was found to be non-service con-
nected and therefore both were excluded from the study.
Forty-eight letters and schedules were mailed to
Veterans Administration Regional Offices. There were forty-
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one completed schedules returned, of which thirty-nine repre-
sented personal interviews and two collateral interviews with
relatives of the veteran.
Of the seven remaining schedules, three could not
be completed because the veterans had been readmitted to
other hospitals. There were two schedules which were not
returned to the writer and the reason is unknown. The last
two schedules were to be completed but had not arrived at the
time of writing.
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CHAPTER II
ASPECTS OP MEDICAL TREATMENT AT
CUSHING AND OTHER HOSPITALS
The material of the following chapter is presented
to give the reader some understanding of the complicated
factors involved in the treatment of paraplegia.
Background of Paraplegic Treatment
The medical treatment of paraplegia has advanced
immeasurably from the first World War to the current period.
Dr. Donald Munro, Surgeon-in-chief for neuro-
surgery at the Boston City Hospital, is consultant in para-
plegia neurosurgery at Cushing Veterans Administration
Hospital. Concerning the advancement of paraplegia treat-
ment, Dr. Munro states:
It is well known that during and immediately after the
first World War patients who had been paralyzed as the
result of a wound or injury to the spinal cord and
caude equina had a minimal chance for survival and no
chance whatsoever of rehabilitation to a point where
they could again lead a normal social and work life.
In the following years preceding the second World War,
work with civilian prototypes together with the develop-
ment of certain technics for dealing with their peculiar
problems has made it possible to change this deplorable
condition.
1
TI Donald Munro, mTB.
,
F.A.C.S. The Rehabilitation of
Veterans Paralyzed as the Result of Injury to the Spinal
Oord and Caude Equina , page 1.
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Regarding the present outlook for the rehabilita-
tion of a paraplegic, Dr. Murrro has written:
Such patients as will cooperate and have the use of
their hands and arms, can be promised a normal social
and work life, limited only by the restrictions made 2
necessary by their enforced use of crutches and braces.
Cushing Hospital
From October 1, I9 I43 to October 1, 1946 , the Cush-
ing Hospital, including the paraplegia program, was operated
by the United States Army. At t he latter date the Veterans
Administration assumed control of the entire hospital pro-
gram.
In 194+ there were twenty-five to thirty paraplegia
patients at the hospital. There was a shortage of trained
personnel for services such as physical therapy during this
time. In 1945 additional personnel was made available,
more wards were added, and the physical rehabilitation pro-
gram was set up to enable the patient to learn ambulation.
This program was organized parallel to that of Dr. George G.
Deaver, at the Institute for Crippled aid Handicapped, New
York.
In April, 1946 > Dr. Donald ivlunro of Boston City
Hospital became associated with Cushing Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital and with his assistance the paraplegia program
instituted many of the therapeutic measures that had been
established at the Boston City Hospital. During the first
2 . Ibid.
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year that the Veterans Administration operated this program,
212 patients were treated at the hospital for spinal cord
injuries
.
General Considerations
The word paraplegia means "a complete or partial
paralysis of both lower extremities with or without involve-
ment of the trunk” .5
Paraplegia may result from a number of different
causes but for the purposes of this study we shall consider
only that resulting from simple vertebral fractures with
cord compression or transection; and from penetrating wounds
with direct injury to the cord.
The main questions to be answered by the treating
physician are where and how much of the cord has been in-
jured in order that necessary medical treatment may be
planned. The height and degree of the injury to the spinal
cord determines the extent of paralysis. If the whole
cross section of the cord has been affected, no sensations
of pain, touch, or temperature are usually possible below
the affected area. In the case of a partial transverse
lesion, there may be degrees of sensation and motion possible
below the lesion.
Among the physical problems of paraplegia injuries
are varying degrees of the loss of bowel, bladder, and
3 . James Dillinger, M.D. , Psychological Approach to the
Paraplegic Patient
, p. 1.
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7year that the Veterans Administration operated this program,
212 patients were treated at the hospital for spinal cord
injuries
.
General Considerations
The word paraplegia means "a complete or partial
paralysis of both lower extremities with or without involve-
ment of the trunk"
Paraplegia may result from a number of different
causes but for the purposes of this study we shall consider
only that resulting from simple vertebral fractures with
cord compression or transection; and from penetrating wounds
with direct injury to the cord.
The main questions to be answered by the treating
physician are where and how much of the cord has been in-
jured in order that necessary medical treatment may be plan-
ned. The height and degree of the injury to the spinal cord
determines the extent of paralysis. If the whole cross
section of the cord has been affected, no sensations of pain,
touch, or temperature are usually possible below the affect-
ed area. In the case of a partial transverse lesion, there
may be degrees of sensation and motion possible below the
lesion.
Among the physical problems of paraplegia injuries
are varying degrees of the loss of bowel, bladder, and
"3"! James Dillinger, M.D.
,
Psychological Approach to the
Paraplegic Patient
, p. 1.
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sexual functions. There may also be varying degrees of the
ability to use the motor and muscle functions. Spasms and
muscle contractures are also common physical problems associ-
ated with paraplegia.
Neurosurgical Complications
Pain and spasm are examples of this type of compli-
cation. Pain may have many neurological aspects. As an
example of how pain may occur, we may consider the possibil-
ity of pressure on the nerve roots at the site of injury. In
this latter instance a chordotomy operation may be performed.
This surgical procedure is by definition '‘cutting an anterio-
lateral column of the spinal cord to relieve pain rt .^ Only
when all other measures are exhausted, is an operation of
this type performed.
Spasm is considered to be an important neurosurgical
complication, particularly the involuntary type which invol-
ves not only the lower extremity, but the lower back and ab-
dominal muscles. Where spasm is of such proportions that
It seriously affects the rehabilitation process, then a
rhizotomy may be considered. Because of the fear that a
rhizotomy may do harm to and deprive a patient of any neuro-
muscular activity, an exploratory laminectomy and electric
i|_. W. A. Newman Darland, A.M., M.D.
,
The American Illustrated
Medical Dictionary .
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stimulation is often done to ascertain whether there is a
complete or partial transection of the cord.
In patients with transected cords the usual root
section can be justifiably carried out. If the
cord lesion is known to be only a partial one how-
ever, the rhizotomy must be done in such a way as r
to preserve the already existing voluntary motion.
Bed sores are a common physical problem and pre-
ventive measures are taken to avoid pressure on any area for
prolonged periods and to maintain nutrition. If bed sores
actually appear, various surgical procedures may be done, of
which skin grafting and closure by swinging flaps are examples.
Pencillin and blood transfusions are often a part of the
surgical program.
Urologic Complications
It is virtually impossible to present all of the
urologic complications. Geni to-urinary infections, kidney
and bladder stones, and the persistently hypotonic or low
muscle tone bladder appear to be the most commonly mentioned
urologic complications.
Care of Bowel and Bladder
Care of the bowel is an aspect of treatment that
receives considerable attention. It is necessary often
times duripg the initial stages of treatment that enemas
be given. The goal of regular bowel habits is fostered and
is expected eventually as a part of maximum physical rehab-
ilitation.
5. Munro, op. cit. t p. [)..
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During the beginning stages of treatment, because
of bladder paralysis, it is often necessary to drain and
irrigate the bladder by means of drainage tubes and catheters.
This is known as Tidal Drainage. Ultimately it is expected
that an automatic involuntary voiding of the bladder will
take place and eliminate the necessity of catheter irriga-
tion.
Nursing Care
Nursing care is extremely important while the
patient is confined to bed, in making him comfortable and
caring for his various physical wants. Nurses are instruc-
ted to pay particular attention to the care of the skin and
to change the position of the patient every two hours to
prevent bed sores.
Inasmuch as patients with spinal cord injuries
frequently show evidence of malnutrition, it is important
that the caloric, protein, vitamin, and fluid intake be
maintained at the proper levels.
Physical Medical Program
Physio- therapy as a form of treatment can be resort-
ed to early in the hospitalization and can continue, depend-
ing upon the necessity, until the completion of medical
treatment. The main purposes of phys io-therapy are to main-
tain tissue vascularity, joint mobility, and muscle power.
Muscle re-education may be done where restoration of function
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is possible. Massage and passive exercises are the most
common measures used in physio-therapy treatment.
Physical reconditioning has as its objectives:
(1) To maintain as nearly as possible the level of
fitness present when the disability was incurred.
(2) To promote recovery and restore function of weak-
ened and affected muscles.
(3) To restore and actually increase the strength of
the muscles of the shoulder girdle in anticipation
of increased dependence upon the upper extremities
during ambulatory convalescence.
(l|_) To instill self-confidence into the patient.
Increased appetite, improved nutrition, and
heightened morale contribute to a general
sense of well-being.
°
Physical reconditioning is begun as soon as is
practicable while the patient is in bed. At this time
special exercises are determined for the patient to strength-
en the muscles he will use during the wheel chair and ambu-
lation treatment.
The ambulatory phase of physical reconditioning is
begun first in a wheel chair. at this time the patient
strengthens his shoulder and arm muscles while learning to
get from his bed to the wheel chair and from the wheel chair
to the position where he may use crutches. Mat exercises
are also begun at this time.
6 . War Department Conval escent Care and fiehabilitation of
Patients with Spinal Cord InjurieTI Technical Bulletin
No. 1^ 2
, p
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When the patient has conpleted the wheel chair
maneuvers, he begins ambulation with braces while walking
between parallel bars. In this latter training the patient
learns balance and the first rudimentary steps of crutch
walking.
As soon as the paraplegic has acquired a sense of
confidence in the vertical position, he begins to learn en-
durance in crutch walking. In this stage of training there
is taught the methods of walking on difficult terrain and
how to cross streets. Getting in and out of an automobile
is another example of this training.
The last phase of ambulation training embodies the
most difficult maneuvers of crutch walking. The patients
are taught how to sit down, to climb stairs, and many other
possible maneuvers. At this time the patient may also learn
how to operate any automobile by means of all manual controls.
SOCIAL WORK WITH PARAPLEGIC PATIENTS
The following direct quotation is for the purpose
of pointing out some aspects of casework with the paraplegic
patient
.
Social work with the paraplegic patient then, like
all social work with the sick, presents fundamentally
the same basic needs for our consideration—that of
understanding the patient as an individual with full
recognition of the social and emotional factors in
his life, and further, of understanding him in rela-
tion to his disability. In order for social workers
to be of any effective help, it is essential that the
patient* s feelings about his disability be understood
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as thoroughly as possible in order to assist him
to utilize his capacities to their fullest in his
adjustment to his disability and his recovery.
Concomitant with his understanding, this social
worker, working with paraplegic patients, must have
as thorough a knowledge as possible of the physical
and medical problems involved because of the very
specialized implications of this type of disability.
First of all, in order for the worker herself to be
able to assist the paraplegic patient with his diffi-
cult task--and it is a monumental. one--the worker
must understand t o the greatest degree possible, the
role her feelings about the patient play in her ability
to be helpful. Although this is a basic concept in
casework, it must be recognized further that this con-
cept has special significance in work with the sick and
disabled. There is a far stronger element of identi-
fication in work with the sick, a "there-but-for-the-
grace-of-God-go-l" realization, that is always on the
edge of our consciousness. Physical illness is some-
thing within all our experience, either directly or
indirectly, to ourselves or to someone close to us ; and
when the disability or illness has occurred because of
an accident as with the paraplegic patients, because
of a trauma from the outside which has struck with
colossal illogic as to person or place, our "grace-of-
God fl feeling is at its strongest.
Just as our patients bring to their illness, all the
complexities of their life experiences and their feel-
ings about them, so do we as social workers bring in
our reaction to them, all that has made us as we are.
The special appeal that the helpness and the dependent,
moreover, have for us who have become social workers
because of our need to be helpful to the helpless, is
but one aspect. To those of us who work with veterans,
injured as a result of the war, our community guilt
which we feel towards these men who have lost so much,
is but another aspect. But paraplegic patients may
have received their shattering disability in many w ays
much closer to our imagination than enemy action shrap-
nel. One thing they all have in common, and that is,
that their disability was a sudden one—and their reali-
zation of its implications, a slow painful awakening.
Men who were healthy yesterday, who sat or stood with-
out conscious thought of the fact that they were doing
it, who had bowels and bladders and sexual functions
over v/hich they were in control, who planned marriage
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and families and jobs on the basis of their interests
and their feelings--these men, still with the same
interests and desires, must learn new patterns of
adjustment* The social worker in assisting these
patients has a specific unique function in helping
them with this. She may be at first overwhelmingly
conscious of all that they have lost. It is here that
the social worker must examine herself most objectively
lest her values, her fears, her guilt, block her so
that they prevent her from being the objective, self-
disciplined, helping person these patients need.
The fact that we are participants in a broad special-
ized program for paraplegics gives special emphasis
to the role of the social worker as part of a helping
team. The thought that the social worker is but one
member of this team can be a threatening realization
to the social worker at first, aid raise a question
in her mind, "vtfhat can I offer that can in anyway
be helpful?" The realization that this may be the
same question in the mind of the patient as well as
in that of the other people in the helping team, only
gives this feeling enphasis. Yet the very fact of
the existence of the program gives the social worker
the basis for her prinary function of helping the
patient, for her skill and her understanding, her
ability to individualize the patient, help him.
And now what are the problems with which we may be
called upon to help and are they d istinctive from the
problems presented by other long-term patients?
First of all, it has seemed to us that it has been
essential to think of our work with these patients
in terms of the goals toward which we are trying to
help them. These have been of necessity in our
thinking, considered in two categories, the long
time remote goal of helping these patients toward
their ultimate discharge from the hospital, and the
immediate one— a continually changing one--modif ied
according to the patient's immediate physical condi-
tion and his immediate potentialities. For these
patients, progress is a one-step-forward, two-steps-
backward, kind of affair, with time out, called by
themselves, for "psychological breathing spells".
Keeping up psychologically with their physical pro-
gress has enormous implications for these patients
for all their progress continually puts them nearer
and nearer to the time when they must compete in a
world where they are different from the majority of
men, and in a world where there is a premium on
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physical fitness.
And just as we must sustain and support the patient,
so must we try to extend the same degree of help to
his family and to those to whom the patient is closest.
We recognize that what the family can extend, depends
on many factors— the amount of genuine affection,
family relationships, and so on. But even with
family relationships and feelings that are most mature,
it is essential that the family be given as much
understanding of the patient in his disability as
possible .
7
7 . Nussbaum, Jacob, aid Bloomfield, Sylvia, "Social
Service Activities with Paraplegic Patients at
Cushing Veterans Administration Hospital." Cushing
Veterans Administration Hospital, Framingham, Mass.,
1947, p. 3.
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CHAPTER III
rehabilitation facilities
AT
CUSHING- VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL
To understand the Cushing Veterans Administration
Hospital paraplegia program it is helpful to know something
of the other facilities which are able to contribute to the
total rehabilitiation of the paraplegic patient. The fol-
lowing rehabilitation program is possible only because of
the remarkable medical results in making most paraplegic
patients physically capable of participating in these
activities
.
Occupational Therapy
This therapy is for the purpose of treating
patients with occupations such as woodworking, drawing,
painting, leather work and other activities. Occupational
therapy may be inaugurated while the patient is in bed as
diversional activity and continued when he becomes ambula-
tory as purposeful activity. The function of enabling a
patient to use non-affected muscles is important to the
physical training program.
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Manual Arts Therapy
It is usually considered that this form of therapy
is the next stage after occupational therapy and includes
activities such as watch repair, photography and architectur-
al drawing. For the most part, manual arts therapy is
engaged in by ambulatory patients. The function of this
therapy is two-fold, to utilize the non-affected muscles of
the body and to train patients for careers after discharge
from the hospital.
Educational Therapy
In this activity a paraplegic patient is able to
receive instruction in many different subjects, for example,
mathematics, typing and accounting. This instruction is
designed to serve educational and therapeutic purposes and in
many instances has enabled a patient to gain credits for use
in educational institutions after discharge from the hospital.
Vocational Rehabilitation
Usually when a patient is ready for ambulation
training, the services of vocational rehabilitation are made
available to him. At this time the patient may take the
battery of tests to determine where his interests and abili-
ties seem to be focused. After the original testing, a
vocational advisor may be assigned to work with the patient
in terms of arranging a suitable vocational goal.
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The activities of vocational rehabilitation are
often correlated with those of manual arts therapy and
educational therapy. As an example of the latter corre-
lation of facilities, there are a number of paraplegic
veterans who are attending the Bulova Watch Repair School
after having been prepared and trained for the school at
Cushing Hospital.
Veterans Administration Benefits
In this discussion the writer will describe the
more important of the benefits provided for paraplegic
veterans
.
By virtue of the fact that a paraplegic is dis-
abled, he is entitled to a Veterans Administration compen-
sation. This compensation granted for service connected
disabilities is computed first on the basis of percentages,
beginning at ten per cent and ending with 100 per cent which
is a total disability award. The amount of #138.50 a month
is the monetary counterpart of the 100 per cent award. In
addition to the total disability, a paraplegic veteran
receives statutory awards which are granted for special dis-
abilities, in these cases referring to loss of use of both
extremities and paralysis of the bov/el, bladder, and sexual
functions. The statutory awards can amount to a total
aggregate of $3&0.00 a month, which most paraplegic veterans
receive as compensation.
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Paraplegic veterans, along with other special disabled
veterans, are allowed #1600.00 toward the purchase of an
automobile equipped with manually operated controls.
Hospitalization is provided by the Veterans Administra-
tion for paraplegic veterans in various hospitals throughout
the United States which are designated as centers for their
treatment. Outpatient service is available in a Veterans
Administration clinic or in private clinics under contract
to the Government. Contract physicians paid by the Govern-
ment are also available to these veterans.
Under Public Law Sixteen, vocational rehabilitation
may be begun by a paraplegic veteran after he leaves the
hospital. The paraplegic veteran is eligible for voca-
tional rehabilitation, either through institutional education
or on the job apprentice training, providing training or
education is completed by July 25* 195&*
A paraplegic veteran, upon leaving a Veterans Admini-
stration hospital, receives special medical equipment. Some
of the articles are a wheel chair, crutches and braces, a
specially designed bed and bedding equipment. These items
are obtainable or replaceable through the Veterans Admini-
stration at any time.
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CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE GROUP
The writer will present in this chapter a general
analysis of the identifying data of the forty-one veterans
under study. This information appeared at the top of the
schedule and was gathered by the writer for the benefit of
the social workers that visited the veterans. It is not
proposed to draw any specific conclusions from these statis-
tics, but merely to provide a brief overall picture of social
and military factors in the study of the forty-one veterans.
Age
.
There is a fairly wide variation in the ages of these
veterans
.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF VETERANS BY AGE
AGE RANGE NUMBER OF VETERANS
22 - 23
28 - 29
30 - 31
32 - 33
1
13
7
2
0
3
1
51TOTAL
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There were four veterans who were in the youngest
single age group of twenty- two years. There was one veteran
who was forty years old and he represented the oldest veteran.
The greater number (twenty-eight) were within the age span of
twenty- two to thirty-two years. The average age was twenty-
eight .
Religious Background
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OP VETERANS BY RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
RELIGION NUMBER OF VETERANS
Roman Catholic 21
Protestant 13
Hebrew 5
Greek Orthodox l
Non-Secterian
_1
TOTAL
Fifty-one per cent of the group were Roman
Catholics, thirty-one and seven-tenths per cent were
Protestants, twelve per cent were of the Hebrew faith and
two per cent, representing one veteran each, were Greek
Orthodox and Non-Secterian in their religious designations.
Rank in Service . Table III shows the division of the group
into the service rating held by these veterans at the time of
their service discharge.
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TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF VETERANS BY SERVICE RANK
SERVICE RANK NUMBER OF VETERANS
ARMY
Major 2
Captain 1
First Lieutenant 0
Second Lieutenant 1
First Sergeant 1
Technical Sergeant 1
Staff Sergeant k
Sergeant 5
Corporal li
Private First Class 13
Private 1
NAVY
H. A. 1. C. 1
(Hospital Apprentice First Class)
- -
TOTAL 1*1
Forty of the veterans served in the Army and one
in the Navy. Four veterans were officers and one of the
group was a West Point graduate. The Navy rank H.A.l.C.
is the equivalent of a corporal in the Army. There were
no veterans from either the Coast Guard or the Marine Corps.
Hospital Discharge
Table IV shows the type of discharge these veterans
received from the hospital.
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF VETERANS BY HOSPITAL DISCHARGE
TYPE OF DISCHARGE NUMBER OF VETERANS
Maximum Hospital Benefits 27
Against Medical Advice 12
Disciplinary Discharge 2
TOTAL I4.I
Table IV demonstrates that there were sixty-seven
per cent of the veterans discharged with medical approval
while twenty-nine per cent were discharged against medical
advice. Pour per cent or two veterans were discharged as
the result of disciplinary action.
Compensation Awards .
Table V illustrates the amount of government
compensation received by these veterans.
TABLE V
AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION RECEIVED BY VETERANS
DOLLARS PER MONTH NUMBER OP VETERANS
| 560.00
530.00
300.00
270.00
240.00
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As can be seen in Table V practically all paraple-
gic veterans receive $5^0.00. This compensation is composed
of #138 . which is the award of total disability, and there
are special awards for the loss or use of, for example, both
extremities
.
Incurrence of Injury
Table VI illustrates the manner in which veterans
incurred the injury.
TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF VETERANS BY INCURRENCE OF INJURY
TYPE OF INJURY NUMBER OF VETERANS
Wounded in Action 27
Truck Accident k
Not indicated k
Jeep Accident 2
Motor Cycle Accident 2
Accidentally Injured on Pass 1
Fell Down in India
_1
TOTAL 1+1
The group of veterans who were wounded in action
constitutes the largest number and they are composed of all
the veterans who were wounded either by shell fragments,
explosions, mine blasts or rifle bullets. The other types
of injuries are self-explanatory. The injuries of the total
group were service connected.
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Pre-War Occupations
Table VII shows in what type of occupation these
veterans were, prior to entry into the service. This
material did not appear in the first section of the schedule
but was compiled by the writer for this chapter.
TABLE VII
PRE-WAR OCCUPATIONS OF VETERANS
OCCUPATIONS NUMBER OP VETERANS
Professional
Musician 1
Book Reviewer 1
Sales and Clerical Position
Office Clerk 2
Salesman 1
Grocery Clerk 1
Fruit Market Proprietor 1
Skilled Workers
Photographer 1
Draftsman 1
Interior Decorator 1
Art and Craft Embroider 1
Mechanic 3
Contractor 1
Shop Foreman 1
Semi-Skilled 'Workers
Machinist 5
Lathe Operator 1
Truck Driver 1
Spot Welding 1
Unskilled Workers
Machinist Helper 1
Wrapper 1
Trucker 1 s Helper 1
Mill Hand 1
Regular Army 1
Not Indicated in Records 2
Unemployed 3
Students 7
TOTAL
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The largest groups were skilled workers, numbering
nine veterans, semi-skilled workers were made up of eight
veterans, and there were seven students. The professional
group was composed of only two veterans and the sales and
clerical positions were held by five veterans. Pour of
these veterans were unskilled workers, one was a West Point
graduate and therefore a member of the Regular Army. Of the
three who were classified as unemployed, only one was chroni-
cally unemployed; the other two veterans had occupations but
were temporarily out of work. There were two veterans whose
employment status was not indicated in the records.
Summary
A study of the identifying data of the forty-one
veterans shows that the average age was twenty-eight. Over
a half of them were Roman Catholics and about thirty per cent
were Protestants. Forty were veterans of the Array. Thirty-
six were enlisted men. Twenty-seven veterans were discharg-
ed from the hospital as having attained maximum hospital ben-
efits, twelve were discharged against medical advice, and two
received disciplinary discharges. Thirty-eight of the group
were receiving compensation of $3^0.00 a month. Over half of
the group received their injuries as the result of being
wounded in action. The occupations varied; the majority
were skilled and semi-skilled workers aid students.
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CHAPTER V
A STUDY OF THE FORTY- ONE CASE SCHEDULES
In this chapter the writer will attempt to analyze
the findings from the forty-one schedules which were returned.
The analysis will be done in terms of the marital status,
housing situation, ambulation, vocational and leisure time
activities. In the last section of this chapter the writer
will present the material indicating the attitudes of these
veterans and their families.
At the end of each situational classification the
writer will show the number of veterans within the excellent,
good, and poor evaluation categories. These evaluations
were made by the social worker who interviewed the veteran.
From an analysis of the findings, it is intended
that conclusions may be drawn as to the degree of adjustment
made by these forty-one veterans since their discharge from
the hospital.
Marit al St atus
Distribution of the forty-one veterans according to
marital status indicates that there were twenty-two veterans
married, sixteen single veterans, two widowers, and one
divorced veteran.
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A study of the married group indicated that twelve
were married before the incurrence of their injury, six were
married since they were injured, and of the remaining four
veterans, it was not indicated when they were married. The
wives of the two veterans who were widowers had died since
their husbands were injured. The veteran who was divorced
became separated from his wife after his injury.
It was found that within the group of married
veterans, thirteen were the fathers of one child, one was
the father of two children, and one family consisted of
three children. There were no attempts made to analyze the
number of children born before and after the injury, inasmuch
as the age was not indicated in all cases. The wife of one
veteran was pregnant at the time the home visit was made.
There were six married veterans who had no children.
TABLE VIII
DISTRIBUTION OP VETERANS ACCORDING TO
MARITAL STATUS ADJUSTMENT
STATUS EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR NOT INDICATED
Married 8 10 2 2
Single 8 7 1
V/idower 1 l
Divorced 1
17 IS n 2
TOTAL L(_l
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Housing
Sixteen of these married veterans were living with
their wives and six were living with wives and other rela-
tives. Fifteen of the unmarried veterans were making their
homes with parents, while three were with relatives and one
was staying in a friend’s home.
Twenty-six veterans were occupying single homes,
five were in double homes, nine were in apartment houses and
one was living in a rooming house.
The great majority of these veterans, thirty-six
in number, were living on the first floor of their residence.
Four were on the second floor and one veteran was occupying
an apartment on the third floor.
More than half of the forty-one veterans, twenty-
five in number, were listed as being able to get in and out
of their bathrooms and homes without help. Five veterans
had difficulty in going in and out of their homes and four
were hampered in their ability to use bathroom facilities.
Ten veterans were classified as not being able to go in and
out of the house and bathroom without help.
Many of these homes in which the veterans were
living were equipped by them with special provisions for
their convenience. Wheel chair ramps were listed in the
homes of twenty veterans. The doors had been widened in
eight homes and some remodeling of bathroom fixtures had
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been done in the homes of eight veterans. Railings and bars
were added to various parts of the home in the case of seven
veterans. Special rooms were added in four instances and
screened in porches were made for three veterans. There
were fifteen homes listed as having no special provisions
for the veteran and in twelve cases it was felt by the social
worker that there was some need of additional facilities to
help the veteran in his housing adjustment.
TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF VETERANS
ACCORDING TO
THE HOUSING ADJUSTMENT
EVALUATION NUMBER OF VETERANS
Excellent 11
Good 22
Poor 6
Not Indicated
_2
TOTAL lj.1
Ambulation
It was felt that the degree to which these veterans
were ambulating was important in discovering to what use they
have been able to put their ambulation training at the hospi-
tal and how much they are able to be independent of a wheel
chair in their daily activities. There was no evaluation
of adjustment required in regard to ambulation since it was
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felt by the writer to be of more significance to know the
amount of daily ambulation.
TABLE X
daily use of crutches
TIME USED NUMBER OF VETERaNS
Most of Day k
Some of Day 16
None at all 19
Not Indicated 2
TOTAL TJI
There were many and varied reasons attributed by
the veterans for not ambulating more than is indicated in
Table X and the writer grouped the principal and most often
occurring reasons. Limited space in the home was the reason
given by nine veterans, poor physical condition was why five
veterans stated they were not ambulating more often, four
veterans stated ambulation was too much effort, three
veterans claimed spasm made it difficult for them to ambulate
and in three cases the veterans felt their braces were too
heavy. Some of the single reasons were: overweight, fear
of falling, tire easily, balance bad and insufficient support
from braces.
Vocation
An analysis of the forty-one schedules revealed
that thirty-six veterans were listed as in school, in train-
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ing or unemployed. Five veterans were classified as working
in some occupation. Further analysis of the former group
disclosed that four veterans were in training and seven
were attending an educational institution. The veterans in
training or in school did have job objectives. Within the
remaining group of twenty-five unemployed veterans, ten were
classified by the social workers completing the schedules as
being physically incapable, three because they did not desire
to be employed and twelve because of other reasons. In terms
of a job objective for these twenty-five veterans, it was
found that thirteen had no objective, six had reached the
point of selecting an objective but had not begun training
and the six remaining veterans were in the process of select-
ing an objective.
Within the group of five employed veterans, two were
working on a full time basis and three worked part time. One
of the full time workers was a State Veterans Benefits Agent
and the other worked in a contractor’s office. Two of the
part time workers were driving their cars, one for a salesman
friend, and the other delivering grocery orders. The third
part time worker was doing office work at home.
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TABLE XI
DISTRIBUTION OP VETERANS
BY DEGREE OP
ADJUSTMENT TO VOCATIONAL SITUATION
EVALUATION NUMBER OP VETERANS
Excellent k
Good 18
Poor
Not Indicated
TOTAL I4.I
Leisure Time Activity
A study of the activities participated in by these
forty-one veterans indicated that without exception all had
forms of indoor diversion which were giving them some satis-
faction. In viewing the various types of activities, the
writer noted some of the more common and unusual diversions.
Thirty-one veterans were reading as a leisure time activity,
twenty-four listened to the radio, sixteen enjoyed entertain-
ing friends and eleven played cards. For distinctive diver-
sions, one veteran was doing embroidery work, one played pool,
sketching and painting was another veteran’ s chief diversion
and plastic carving was the activity engaged in by another
veteran.
Thirty-six veterans were engaging in activities
outside the home, three were somewhat limited in the scope
of their outside activities and two veterans were engaging
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in scarcely any form of activity outside their homes. In
noting the more common of these activities outside the home,
the writer found that twenty-five veterans enjoyed going to
either indoor or outdoor moves, twenty mentioned driving
their cars as an outdoor diversion, visiting friends was
stated as being an activity engaged in by twenty veterans,
and watching sports was an outside activity which ten
veterans enjoyed.
Forty veterans owned manually controlled automo-
biles. One veteran was not considered eligible for the
Veterans Administration automobile subsidy because he had
been involved in an automobile accident and could not obtain
a license. All forty owners of automobiles had driver*
s
licenses. Thirty-eight veterans stated they were driving
their own cars. Two veterans were not driving their auto-
mobiles.
TABLE XII
LEISURE TIME ADJUSTMENT
EVALUATION NUMBER OF VETERANS
Excellent 17
Good 20
Fair 1
Poor 3
1ATOTAL
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
Within this section the writer analyzed first the
answers to the question, "With whom does the veteran have a
close relationship?" The married, single, widower, and
divorced groups were separated in this analysis.
Thirteen married veterans had a close relationship
with their wives, eight veterans were considered to have a
close relationship with their wives and other members of the
family group. One married veteran appeared to be closely
identified with a male friend.
Within the group of single veterans, six had a
close relationship with the general family group, four seem-
ed to have a strong relationship with the mother, three
veterans were related strongly to a brother and two with a
girl friend.
Of the two widowed veterans, one was strongly
attached to the mother, the other to a male friend. The
divorced veteran was considered to have a strong relation-
ship with several members of the family group.
The following table is for the purpose of showing
where the forty-one veterans seemed to be focusing their
feelings. Where several areas of feeling were pointed out,
the writer selected what appeared to be the strongest area
in the light of the material which was presented.
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TABLE XIII
FOCUS OF FEELING
FOCUS NUMBER OF VETERANS
No Emotional Conflicts Apparent
to Worker, Feelings Well Adjusted 10
Loss of Activity 6
Veteran Expressed Only
Superficial Feelings u
Economic and Personal Dependency k
Self Consciousness with People 3
Realistic Focus on Physical Condition 2
Bowel and Bladder Incontinence 2
Marital Adjustment 1
Self Pity 1
Excessive Weight 1
Hostility Toward Hospital 1
Vocational Handicap 1
Inadequacy of Housing and
Government Benefits 1
Pain 1
Marriage and Reproduction 1
Loss of Driving License 1
Father Dependence Blocking
Expression of Feeling
_1
TOTAL 41
The next question in this section of the schedule
was based on whether the veteran felt he was adjusting his
life. Thirty-seven veterans replied "yes" to this question,
three veterans answered "no", and one veteran stated
"partially".
The final question concerned whether the social
worker planned to continue contact with the veteran. Eight-
een social workers signified their intention of seeing the
veterans again. Twenty-three workers indicated that they
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would not make any future contact.
The following two tables will show first the prin-
cipal reason for the worker continuing contact and the second
will demonstrate the chief reason why contact was not neces-
sary.
TABLE XIV
REASON FOR CONTINUING CONTACT
REASON
Vocational Area
Supportive Therapy
Medical Care Area
Marriage Problem
Attitude Area
Housing Situation
Outside Activity Focus
Case Work
Automobile License Problem
Not Indicated
NUMBER OF VETERANS
6
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
TOTAL IS
TABLE XV
REASON FOR NOT CONTINUING CONTACT
REASON
Veteran did not see need for contact
Good Adjustment
Case Worker Saw No Problem
Vocational Rehabilitation Active
Limited Staff
Family and Home Adequate for Needs
No Casework Relationship Possible
Because of Father Dependence
Not Indicated
NUMBER OF VETERANS
6
1
3
2
1
1
1
TOTAL 23
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Summary
Within the group of forty-one veterans, fifteen were
married with children, seven were married and childless, six-
teen were single, two were widowers, and one veteran was
divorced. The distribution according to adjustment reveal-
ed that 35 paraplegic veterans made an excellent or good
adjustment to their situations.
In summarizing the data relating to housing, the
writer found that of the forty-one veterans, thirty- three
were classed as excellent or good in their adjustment to the
housing situation. However, in twelve cases out of the
total group, the workers felt there was some revision of
housing facilities necessary to aid the veterans adjustment.
In the area of ambulation there were four veterans
who were ambulating during most of the day and sixteen were
ambulating part of the day. The greater number, nineteen
veterans, were not doing any ambulation.
Twenty-five veterans were unemployed, seven were
attending educational institutions, five were engaged in
an occupation and four were in training courses for employ-
ment. Twenty- two were classified as making an excellent or
good adjustment, while in fourteen cases the classification
was poor in this adjustment. The adjustment in five cases
was not indicated.
A summary of the leisure time activities of these
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forty-one veterans revealed that with few exceptions they
were engaging in satisfying recreations and hobbies. Thirty-
seven of these men were considered to be making an excellent
or good adjustment to their leisure time activities.
In summarizing the d at a from the general questions
there seemed to be a close family identification in the great
majority of these cases. Twenty-six of these men were for
the most part directing the focus of their feeling toward
some aspect of their physical condition or the limitations
imposed upon them by their disability. Ten veterans were
considered by the workers as being either well adjusted in
their feelings or with no apparent conflicts. Thirty-seven
veterans felt they were adjusting their lives in a satis-
factory manner. Twenty-three workers indicated that they
would not see the veteran again and in eighteen cases the
worker was to continue the contacts for casework assistance.
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CHAPTER VI
CASE SUMMARIES
The cases presented in this chapter were selected
because they represent some of the varied problems involved
in the social adjustment of paraplegics. They were also
selected because of the diversity of adjustments made by
these veterans. The writer feels it may be heloful to con-
sider these five cases in detail in order to point out more
effectively some of the social aspects involved in the para-
plegic veteran' s adjustment.
These case illustrations were adapted from the
material in the returned schedules.
CASE I
Identifying Data This is the case of a thirty-four year
old single veteran, who was in the Army for twelve years and
who held the rating of First Sergeant at the time of dis-
charge. He was wounded in action and as a result suffered
motor and sensory paralysis of both lower extremities and
the bov/el and bladder functions. He was discharged from
the hospital acral nst medical advice. His compensation
amounted to a month.
Marital Area In the interview, the veteran expressed the
feeling that he would never marry. Apparently he attempted
to think through this well, as he felt he had found substi-
tute satisfactions in various other areas such as visiting
with friends and active participation in many other diver-
sions. The worker estimated that his adjustment was
excellent.
Hous ing He was living with his sister, brother-in-law and
their fourteen year old son. The residence consisted of
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seven rooms all on the ground floor. There were included
in this home various provisions for the veteran* s added
convenience such as a ramp, double doors between rooms, an
enclosed porch and remodeled bathroom fixtures. The adjust-
ment was classified as excellent with the explanation that
the veteran can and does care for himself efficiently in the
home
.
Ambulation The veteran was not ambulating because he had
not learned to use crutches at the hospital. He attributed
this to disabling spasm and lack of balance. He had a rhiz-
otomy operation prior to leaving the hospital and the spasms
have been eliminated. In the near future the veteran planned
to practice ambulation and requested training in the use of
crutches
.
Vocation At the time of discharge from the hospital he had
no job objective but recently started to plan toward the goal
of establishing a billing agency in his home. He had dis-
cussed this proposition with business men in the community,
who have encouraged him regarding the need for such a venture.
The evaluation was classified as good.
Leisure Time Activity The veteran stated he has spent his
leisure time in the home, entertaining guests, reading, lis-
tening to the radio, playing the piano, and helping to remod-
el the house. He has been participating in many outside
activities such as service organization meetings, movies,
visiting friends and relatives and going out extensively t
o
restaurants and night clubs. The worker felt he w as leading
a full, sociable life, and the evaluation was excellent.
General Questions The veteran felt he was having no special
difficulties in adjusting his life to his disability. His
closest relationship seemed to be with his sister and brother-
in-law. The worker felt there was no apparent need for con-
tinued casework service.
Comments
This veteran, from the material that is presented,
seems to have been able to sublimate any dependency drives
and resolve any tensions surrounding his physical condition,
by means of seeking satisfactions in varied activities. He
has moved forward, in terms of realistic planning, toward a
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feasible vocational objective. Apparently he has insight
and awareness of the need for ambulation traL ning. The
environment in which he is functioning is apparently not over
protective, yet understanding and helpful. Prom all indica-
tions it would seem that this veteran will c ontinue to move
forward toward the goals he has set for himself.
CASE II
Identifying Data This is the case of a forty- one year old
married veteran7 with one daughter twenty years old living
in the home. The veteran and family are of Chinese ancestry
and there are three other children living in China, being
supported by the veteran. The wife only recently came to
this country from China. The injury to the veteran was
diagnosed as a partial motor and sensory paralysis including
the lower extremities and bowel and bladder functions. He
served in the Army as a Corporal and was wounded in action.
He receives compensation of a month.
Marital Area The wife was described as only someone to take
care of her husband. It was felt that she was unhappy in
this country and wanted to return to China. She was reported
as being in poor physical condition and needing a thyroid
operation. Also this woman was unable to speak English. The
veteran* s adjustment in this situation was evaluated as fair.
Housing The home was located on the second floor and con-
sisted of two rooms, with no special provisions for the
veteran and with inadequate bathroom facilities. The apart-
ment at the time of the visit was said to be cold, with a
poor heating system and no hot water. This evaluation was
marked poor.
Ambulation Crutch walking was seldom possible for the
veteran because of the small, cramped quarters.
Vocation The veteran was not engaged in any training course
or occupation. He told the worker that prior to discharge
from the hospital he had wanted to open a laundry or restau-
rant but since discharge he has lost interest. The worker
evaluated this area as poor in his adjustment.
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Leisure Time Activity Within the home, the veteran consider-
ed his main activities to be talking with friends and reading.
He was participating in no specified activities outside the
home. He owned an automobile and was listed as being able
to drive the car. The veteran's leisure time activity ad-
justment was considered poor.
General Questions It seemed that the loss of bladder and
bowel control had developed in this man a fear of going any-
where in public. He stated he was spending most of his
time in the bathroom while at home. He was reported as hav-
ing a close relationship with a Chinese male friend and his
daughter. He did not feel that he was making a good adjust-
ment in his life. The worker on this case reported there
was to be a continuance of casework contacts. The focus of
these contacts was to be on outside activities, vocational
interest, and the housing situation.
Comments
It does not seem that this veteran has been able to
make an adequate all around adjustment. Apparently he is
living in an inadequate physical setting and this seems to
have affected his ambulation and his attitudes. He evidently
lacks a relationship with anyone that can give him understand-
ing, support, and some degree of motivation. The physical
condition of his wife and her insecurity in this country are
such that she apparently can be of no help in stimulating the
husband to a more realistic, satisfying adjustment to his
disability. This man seems to be depressed by the complex-
ity of problems facing him and somewhat dependent and inade-
quate in attitudes which seem to be related to his physical
condition.
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CASE III
Identifying Data This veteran is twenty-seven years old,
married, and the father of a three-year old child. He served
in the Army with the rating of a Private First Class. He is
receiving compensation of a month. He was wounded in
action, which resulted in an incomplete motor and sensory
paralysis, involving the lower extremities and the bowel and
bladder functions. He was discharged from the hospital with
maximum hospital benefits.
Marital Area Although the interview was not conducted in
the home, the worker felt that the veteran’s attitude toward
his wife and their adjustment was indicative of a normal
wholesome relationship.
Housing The veteran and family were living in a converted
Army barracks on the first floor. In this home there were
listed many special facilities such as bars in all rooms to
facilitate ambulation, a ramp entrance, and special bathroom
fixtures. This situation was felt by the worker to be
excellent in terms of his adjustment.
Ambulation He was reported as using his crutches for stand-
ing and walking exercises about one hour and a half a day.
Vocation Although not employed, this veteran was attending
a school of watch repair and eventually intends to become a
trained watch maker to work in his home community in this
field. He was reported as enjoying the work and progressing
well in all respects.
Leisure Time Activity For activities in the home there
were listed playing with and caring for his daughter, enter-
taining friends and listening to the radio. Outside the
house the veteran stated he was visiting friends, going to
movies and driving his car. This evaluation was indicated
as good.
General Questions This man felt he had some sensitivity to
being seen in public and has had difficulty in adjusting to
this circumstance. He showed an awareness of this sensitive
area and with the help of his wife was making progress in
handling this feeling. His closest relationship he felt
was with his wife. Within the area of feeling about his own
adjustment the veteran was positive. The worker did not
feel there was any need for continued casework.
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Comments
This veteran seems to be making a satisfactory
adjustment in terms of a marital situation based upon love
and understanding, a vocational position which is giving him
satisfaction and is offering him encouragement toward a
future goal and a home that is conducive to his adjustment.
He has shown awareness of a sensitive area and apparently
will be able to overcome the sensitivity. By and large,
this veteran appears to be functioning well in an atmosphere
free of restraint and pressure and is moving forward toward
some well defined goals.
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CASE IV
Identifylrg Data This thirty-three year old married
veteran served in the Army as a Sergeant, He was wounded in
action, which resulted in a motor and sensory paralysis of
both lower extremities including the bowel, bladder and
sexual functions. The veteran received a month com-
pensation, He was discharged from the hospital against
medical advice.
Marital area The relationship between this veteran and his
wife was described as very good. Apparently the wife is
understanding and has been providing her husband with the
care he needs, yet, allowing him to assume as much independ-
ent action as possible. The evaluation given to this situ-
ation was excellent.
Hous ing The veteran and his wife were living with five
relatives in a single house. Ramps and railing have been
built for the veteran* s convenience and the bathroom was
described as adequate for his needs. The couple were re-
ported to have plans for building their own home in the near
future. The situation was evaluated as good in the veteran's
adjustment.
Ambulation Inasmuch as the veteran has had difficulty with
a high brace he was not doing any crutch walking.
Vocation This man has been employed since his discharge
from the hospital as a veteran's agent and service officer.
The job was described as ideal for him in that it involves
light work, much of which he can do at home. His personal-
ity was reported to be that of a pleasant, friendly nature
which has fitted into his work situation very well. This
evaluation v/as adjudged as excellent.
Leisure Time Activ ity This man was aaid to be occupying
himself"”at home by~listening to the radio, reading and enter-
taining friends. For activities outside the home there were
listed veteran's organizations, town affairs, and driving his
automobile. The adjustment to leisure time activities was
evaluated as excellent.
General Questions It was felt by the worker that this
veteran has accepted any difficulties related to this dis-
ability on a realistic basis. It was pointed out that he
appeared to have a strong relationship with his wife. We
felt that he was adjusting his life in a satisfactory manner.
The worker did not feel that there were any problems involved.
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that would necessitate further social service assistance.
Comments
The main purpose in presenting this case illustra-
tion was to point out one of the two veterans who was employ-
ed on a full time basis. It would seem that the work situa-
tion is satisfying to him in terms of being gainfully, use-
fully employed. Apparently this position had a great deal
of meaning to him inasmuch as he left the hospital against
medical advice to assume the position, although the material
in this schedule was somewhat superficial in terms of atti-
tudes and feelings, it appeared that the veteran has made a
satisfactory adjustment in respect to other areas.
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CASE V
Identifying; Information This case is one of a twenty-nine
year old, single, veteran who served in the Army with the
rating of Sergeant. He was wounded in action, suffering a
complete motor and sensory paralysis of both lower extremi-
ties, including the bowel, bladder and sexual functions. He
was receiving the maximum compensation of a month and
was discharged from the hospital with maximum hospital bene-
fits .
Marital Area In this interview the veteran felt he was doing
quite well, indicated that he missed dancing, and that he did
not feel women necessary in his life.
Hous ing At the time of the home visit, the veteran was liv-
ing with a sister and brother-in-law. The home was a single
type dwelling consisting of six rooms on the ground floor and
two on the second floor. He was apparently having no diffi-
culty in going in and out of the house with the help of a
ramp, but the bathroom was difficult to reach, in that it
involved going up a flight of stairs. This evaluation was
felt to be good. The veteran was quoted as feeling a need
for certain conveniences which were not in the home.
Ambulation This activity has been restricted to standing
near his bed because of the limited space in the home and
the rough terrain outside the home for crutch walking.
Vocation Apparently the veteran has been quite occupied with
plans for a new home and stated he has not been able to think
in terms of a vocation. He mentioned a plan to purchase a
small store in the neighborhood, but had made no serious
efforts in this direction. The evaluation of the vocational
situation was poor.
Leisure Time Activities Within the home, this man has been
occupying himself by listening to the radio, seeing television
broadcasts on his own set and r eading books. For outside
activities he has been driving for pleasure and attending
open-air movies. This evaluation was indicated as good.
General Questions This veteran apparently has focused his
feelings around entertainment and going out, in terms indica-
ting that he feels some frustration in not being able to par-
ticipate in these activities to the fullest. He expressed
the feeling again that women were not necessary in his life.
He felt that he was adjusting his life, although he seemed to
lack a complete emotional acceptance of his disability. In
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stating that since he is his present condition, he just had
to make the best of it. His closest relationships were, he
felt, within the family group. He did not indicate any
awareness of the need for casework help.
Comments
This case was presented for the purpose of demon-
strating what apparently is not a good adjustment in terms
of attitudes. The veteran does not seem to have achieved a
realistic, well thought through acceptance of his limitations
related t o his physical condition. The writer can only
surmise what is beneath the surface of this facade. There
does seem to be frustration and some wish to assert his
normal drives of manhood and yet he is being blocked by this
physical condition. Perhaps because of a feeling of inferi-
ority, he has been unable to see that he can be a useful,
contributing member of society, and therefore has been
blocked in his thinking related to a vocation.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study is to analyze the social
adjustment of forty-one paraplegic veterans in terms of mari-
tal status, housing conditions, ambulation, vocational situa-
tion, leisure time activities, and some general areas, includ-
ing feelings. Through this study it is hoped to be able to
determine where this paraplegic group is now, in relation to
living within their handicap, and the progress made thus far
toward the goal of maximum rehabilitation. The writer, from
the description of the group, the schedule material, the
tables and case illustrations has been able to come to some
general conclusions concerning the group under study.
The group studied were young men on the whole,
most of whom were enlisted men in the Army during their
service careers. Over one-half of the group were Roman
Catholics in their religious beliefs. The majority had been
discharged from the hospital with medical advice. More than
one -half of these men were wounded in action. Their prewar
occupations varied: the majority were skilled and semi-
skilled workers.
From the material available in the marital area
it was indicated that thirty-five veterans under study had
made an excellent or good adjustment. Apparently there was
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no difference in the adjustment of the married and single
groups. No definite conclusions can be drawn in this area,
as the writer feels that a longer, more intensive relation-
ship with the workers would be needed before these veterans
could relate their emotional reactions aid feelings concern-
ing any paralysis of sexual function.
homes that could be considered adequate, there were twelve
cases in which the housing area was considered to be affect-
ing, in varying degrees, the adjustment of the veteran.
This study reveals that housing conditions can be an import-
ant asset or liability to the all around adjustment of this
in which it is felt medically possible for most of the group.
The study reveals that the most outstanding reasons attri-
buted by them for the lack of ambulation seemed to be the
feeling that some aspect of their physical condition or the
lack of space in the home was hampering this activity.
Fourteen veterans were classified as making a poor
vocational adjustment. It is within this area mainly that
the writer feels the total group of these veterans will need
continued and extensive help. Inasmuch as many of these
veterans are going to school, are in training, or are being
helped to select a vocational objective by advisors, it is
Although the majority of veterans were living in
) group.
Only four veterans were ambulating to the degree
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not possible to determine what will be their final adjustment.
At this point there is only sufficient evidence to state that
there is some progress being made by these veterans along
training lines.
Regarding leisure time activities, these veterans
seem by and large to have made a satisfactory adjustment.
The variety and type of activities apparently engaged in by
these veterans seems to indicate that they have been able to
compensate for the lack of active recreation and hobbies,
with activities within the scope of their physical limita-
tions.
Within the supplementary areas under study, the
first seems to indicate that practically all of these veter-
ans had a strong identification with a family figure.
Ova^ one-half of these veterans were focusing their
feelings on some aspects of their medical and physical condi-
tion. This did not appear to be a major obstacle to adjust-
ment since thirty-seven veterans felt they were adjusting
their lives to their disability.
This study reveals the existence of social problems
in eighteen of these cases where there were to be further
casework contacts.
In conclusion, the writer believes that in leisure
time activity these veterans have been able to reach their
greatest degree of adjustment. The housing situation for
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some of these veterans needs the addition of conveniences
which will facilitate their adjustment. The question of ad-
justment to marriage or a single status is largely unanswer-
ed, due to the difficulty of the social worker obtaining
the paraplegic’ s feeling in one interview. In the area of
vocational adjustment, it would seem that these veterans
must continue their rehabilitation activities to the point
where they are gainfully employed before they can be consid-
ered to have reached the classification of a good or excel-
lent adjustment. Concerning ambulation, it would appear that
a great degree of progress must still be made, before the
group could be considered satisfactory in this area.
This study indicates that these forty-one veterans
are making progress in adjusting their lives to their dis-
ability. It has been further shown that these veterans
must continue to move forward in order to approximate a good
or excellent adjustment for the sum total of all areas in-
cluded in this study.
Approved
Richard Conant
Dean
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Paraplegia Post-Discharge Study
I. IDENTIFYING DATA
A. Name
_
B. Age
C. Religion D. Address
II . SERVICE INFORMATION
A. Branch: 1. Army 2. Navy
_____
3. Marine 1|.. C.G. Rank
Injury Service-connected: 1. Yes 2. No.
Discharge
E. Dates of Service: Induction
Discharge
in. HOSPITALIZATION
A. Diagnosis
l
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Information requested
IV. MARITAL STATUS
A. 1. Single 2. Married 3» Divorced
i|.. Separated
B. Evaluation of Adjustment: 1. Excellent
2. Good 5 * Poor
C. Comment on Adjustment
V. HOUSING
A. Present Living Arrangements with - 1. Wife
2. Parents 3* Friends ij.. Relatives
B. No. of Veterans Children in Home
C. Comment
D. Type of home 1. Single 2. Double
3. Apartment House
E. Other
F. Floor of residence G. Number of Rooms
H. Can Patient get in and out of house and bathroom
without help? .
I. List any special provisions for veteran in the
home
J. Are bathroom fixtures sufficient for patient to do
everything without help?
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V. HOUSING (continued)
K. Evaluation of adjustment
in housing situation: 1. Ex, 2 . 5. 5 P»
L. Comment on housing adjustment
VI. AMBULATION
a. How much does veteran use crutches in his daily
life?
b. If crutches not used, why?
__
VII. VOCATIONAL
A. Does veteran work? 1. Yes
______
2. No
B. No. of Hours
C. Regularity of Work
D. Type of Work
___
E. Name of Firm, and address
F. Personnel Manager
_
G. Is veteran paid on a 1. Daily Hourly
3. Weekly if.. Piece Work
H. If not working, reason: 1. In Training
_______
2. Attending School
3. Physically Incapable
4 . No Desire 5* Other
~
I. Job objective at time of discharge and present job
objective
J. Evaluation of Vocational Adjustment:
Ex G P
K. Comment on Vocational Adjustment
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VIII. LEISURE TIMS ACTIVITIES
A, List any activities of veteran at home
B. What activities outside the home does the
veteran attend?
_
C. Has the veteran an automobile? l._ 2. No.
D. Has the veteran an automobile license? 1.
__
2 .
E. Does the veteran drive himself? 1. 2.
F. evaluation of veteran in adjustment to leisure
time activities. 1. Ex 2. G 3 »P
G. Comment on evaluation of adjustment to leisure
time activity.
IX. Indicate where veteran seems to focus his feelings
regarding his disability or adjustment difficulties
because of disability?
X. With whom does the veteran have a close relationship?
XI. Does the veteran feel he is adjusting his life?
1. Yes 2. No.
XII. Any additional pertinent social factors:
XIII. Are you planning to continue contact? A. 1. Yes
2. No.
B. Comment
If additional space required, use the reverse side.
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